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Introduction
CPG companies can leverage process mining capabilities for quick process
discovery, root cause analysis and transforming legacy processes as they embark
on their digital transformation journey to improve margins and meet increasing
customer demand.

In this point of view, we will explain why traditional process transformation
approach no longer works.
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Why traditional process transformation
approach no longer works?
All businesses run on some core processes, whether manufacturing gourmet chocolates in US and
shipping it to markets in Europe or taking a customer order from a client based in China and shipping it via
containers from a port in Singapore. All these business transactions are supported through defined
processes, e.g., manufacturing, order management & fulfillment, logistics, etc. These processes are the
foundations of a successful business.
•

However, businesses have become global and ever-changing resulting in variations of these
processes depending on the geography, product and needs of the market. As a result, processes have
become truly complex leading to inefficiencies creeping in business operations.

•

Delays in order fulfilment, increasing working capital, excess inventory, dissatisfied customers,
etc. are early signs for businesses that something is wrong the way processes are executed and there is
a need to relook the core processes and align them again to current and future business needs

•

However, traditional approach to process transformation is no longer suited for needs of current
digitally enabled businesses and demanding consumers. Many companies embarked on process
transformation leveraging traditional approach and theyfailed to realize the envisaged benefits.

Some of the reasons why traditional process transformation approach no longer works are as
follows:

Effort intensive & costly

•

•

Based on selected interview s
and w orkshops w ith business
stakeholders, w ho might not
have exhaustive know ledge
on processes and variations
Expenses incurred tow ards
hiring external consultants
for anyw here betw een 3-6
months depending on the size
of the company and processes
in scope

Extrem ely tim e consum ing
•

•

Typical project lifecycle
consum es 3-6 m onths to do an
as-is state, gap analysis and
com e up w ith to-be process
state. The actual implementation
might take years
During this time, the actual
process m ight have changed
already and as-is to to-be
journey rem ains theoretical
w ithout much impact on real
w orld processes
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Generic & lacks objectivity
•

•

Traditional approach is largely
subjective as it relies on
inputs from process ow ners ,
w ho may or may not have full
know ledge of all variations of a
particular process. This results
into a high-level, superficial
study
The role of actual transactions
(like POs, invoices, receipts,
etc.) and data backed process
variations is very lim ited in
traditional methods of process
discovery
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Enter process mining: a new digital enabled
approach for process transformation
Process mining leverages advanced and powerful digital technology tools like artificial intelligence,
machine learning, analytics to discover and monitor business processes. It enables organizations to
capture data from ERPs and other distributed IT systems and provides important insights on how
business processes are performing.
As compared to traditional approach, the discovery of processes and data is objective and realtime. It is not based on subjective interviews and inputs from various stakeholders. It utilizes the
knowledge and expertise of these stakeholders in finding solutions to issues that are uncovered during
process mining exercise.
In today’s enterprises, almost all processes leave a digital trace in the form of event logs. Process
mining gathers data from these event logs taken from a business’s systems or a data warehouse.

Benefits of process mining can be summarized as follows:

Why process mining?

Benefits that businesses can realize
•

•
•
•
•

Ability to assess KPI performance
across internal business units /
markets
Learn from best practices w ithin
organization
Prioritization ease to maximize ROI
linked to automation, transformation
Low drain on business time
Faster assessment (typical 4-8
w eeks) including tool deployment
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Advantages of using a tool
•

•

•

Automate order to fulfil cycle w ith new
age reality (traditional 5-10 days to
w ithin day order to fulfil)
Improve OTIF, case fill rate (some
reasons come out of data assessment
could have easier fixes – inventory
availability, logistics planning,
w arehouse allocation)
Improve NPS on overall customer
service performance
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Apart form above, process mining reveals insights and visibility that are not possible to uncover via
traditional methods. Some of the benefits that we see across the business processes and supply chain
are as follows:

02| Making the supply chain processes
more efficient through standardized
processes, flexibility, high levels of
automation and shorter throughput times

01| Helps in achieving transparency
through the huge amounts of data
available across supply chain
management

03|

04| Enable in increasing productivity from
procurement to inventory to distribution by
cutting out the waste not known earlier

Optimizing inventory by
managing variability and volatility with an
eye on working capital
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05| Works to bridge the gap between
planning and reality through process
variations, granular analytical
capabilities
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A case in point
Infosys has worked with multiple CPG companies to transform their end -to-end value chain across
process areas, i.e., P2P, OTC, MTD, R2R, etc. leveraging our industry expertise and process mining
tools.
In one of the engagements, we worked with a leading global pet nutrition client to analyze their OTC
process and assess their process maturity, analyze the pain points and existing issues, assess
existing KPIs and then recommend the ways to improve the process.
For this PoV, we would site some examples from the OTC process area highlighting the pain points that
the client faced, how it impacted the business operations and our recommendations leading to improved
customer experience and higher margins.

Scenario 1: The client was struggling with increasing order cancellations which were affecting
multiple downstream processes such as increase in customer service time, poor customer experience,
limited or no visibility for new order, etc. All these issues resulted in losing customer and revenues. We
used process mining to understand the root cause and come up with suitable recommendations.

2

1

Identified root cause

Observed pain point
•

•

The existing cancellation
process results into poor
predictability, reduces customer
experience and impacts the topline negatively
This leads to an increase in
serv ice time increases by ~8
days

3

•
•
•

Sales order w ere cancelled
due to poor inventory visibility
and planning
Unable to predict cancellation
Unable to provide alternatives
to the customer
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What w e recommended
•

•
•
•

New allocation algorithm to avoid
overbooking
Defined inv entory pools across
supply chain
Developed trigger for inventory
shortages
Strengthen the integration w ith
3PL partners
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Scenario 2: Order fulfillment was another critical pain which was impacting customer experience & sales.
The gap in fill-rate was estimated to be around ~14%-15%, this was a result of poor planning and
inventory shortages.

2

1
Observed pain point
•

•

Order fulfillment process w as
broken, and it was not possible to
deliver product in right quality, in
right time, which was negativ ely
impacting customer satisfaction
Potential lost rev enue from 1415% gap in fill rate

3

Identified root cause
•
•
•

Inv entory shortages due to
poor planning, enough data
not available
ERP scalability issues
Lack of real-time, full visibility
into WMS inventory

What w e recommended
•
•
•

It was recommended to
integrate ERP, WMS & DW
Capture fulfilment status from
WMS
Create visibility on order
fulfilment status

Conclusion: realization of potential benefits
The following benefits can be realized across process areas: reducing rework, increasing automation
opportunities, process standardization and improved performance metrics.

Im proved OTP – We used process
mining tool to identify defaulting
customers and pursue them
regularly for payments. This has
increased on-time payment rate by
over 22% in just a few m onths

Im proved OTD – deliveries to
customers for O2C process w ere
hardly meeting promise date 50%
of the time. It also show ed country
w ide deliveries from w here it w as
found only couple of countries w ere
performing up to the mark of 80+%
OTDs

Process standardization – to
visualize and analyze the sourceto-pay and order-to-cash
processes, w hich show s 1000+
variations and a lot of
opportunity for standardization

Rew ork reduction – w e could
identify that rew ork is a huge
contributor to delay in the overall
throughput tim e

Savings – reduced lost cash
discounts in just a few months, this
is expected to go dow n further over
time

Im proved autom ation – Levered
process mining tool to identify
autom ation rate in invoice
processing, and it w as found to be
only around 37%. Identified
activities w ith the low est rate,
thereby helping in identifying
automation opportunities
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Snapshot of Infosys’ process mining capabilities
Infosys combines strong industry knowledge with deep expertise in leveraging process mining tools to
uncover benefits which were not possible using traditional process discovery tools. Infosys has end -to-end
capability to deliver process-based transformation projects and to realize benefits across process areas.

Infosys brings in E2E capability for process based transformations

01
Process mining

03

02
Business architecture
modelling

Discover your real
To give a cohesive and
processes and
coherent view of an
understand what is really enterprise including
happening in your
processes, rules, event
enterprise
models etc.

Process modelling
& optimization
Map current and future
states of your processes
and optimize for
inefficiencies

04

05

Automation opportunity
identification

Get insight’s into
deviations. Identify
areas of improvement
and BPR opportunities

Process COE
Build frameworks that
architect future forward
processes and instil
performance measures

With a pool of experts:
Certified process governance | Certified business process modelers | Domain consultants | Certified data engineers |
Certified data analysts | Black bets | Lean practitioners
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About Infosys Consulting
Infosys Consulting is a global management consulting firm helping some of the world’s most recognizable brands
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